March 9th, 2009

Celebrating 50 years of success for a promising future.

Plad Equipment Ltd. is celebrating, this year, the 50th anniversary of the incorporation of the company. Recognized as a leader in the manufacturing and sales of pumps and prefabricated pumping systems.

Experience Plad Equipment: This is the motto with which our company celebrates our 50th anniversary in 2009.

The Plad history began in 1959 in Montreal, from humble begins when Mr. James Proctor established a small distribution company specialized in the sales of mining related equipment. In 1977, Mr. Proctor sold the company to his son-in-law, Mr. Régeant Miron and under his guidance and leadership the company was to grow to what it is to-day. One of Canadians largest independent family owned pump fabrication companies. Even the third generation is activate in the day to day operations of the company.

Plad is recognized as a leader, in innovative, sustainable, engineered and customer-focused pumping solutions for many markets, such as; Building Service, Heating, Cooling, Plumbing, Industrial, Environmental, Waste Water, Golf Water Supply and other selected industries.

The company has invested in its leadership position by acquisitions and investments in technology and this coupled with aggressive marketing has secured the financial well being of the company and its employees and given value to you our customer. With numerous acquisitions over the past years, such as Centriflow, Hewco, Rexin, E.F.T., JRM, GPM, Gomar, Hayfield, Pumps and Power, D. Roy Lauzon, and Varco Controls.
Plad has been shaped under the vision of the owner that believes in vertical integration, as well as expending in many different pump markets. Some of our partners are some of the world’s best manufacturers in their respective fields which give unparallel access to some of the latest cutting edge technology in pump and pump system development.

Since its founding in 1959, Plad has been a reliable partner, satisfying high expectations and delivering what it promises. From the beginning, Plad has transformed the latest engineering know-how into innovative solutions to serve you our customer's needs. From very early on, Plad has taken a whole Canada approach, building a country client base while establishing a multi-local presence.

Reliability, innovation and thinking for tomorrow remain essential for Plad to master the challenges of the future. In doing so, we thank our employees for their sustained dedication and to you our clients for your continued trust.

To-day Plad now operates from four different offices and manufacturing centers in Canada totalizing over 60,000 square ft. of production floor. With more than 65 employees, In addition Plad has over 20 sales/service partners located thru North America to ensure we are close at hand for our customers needs.

Plad is a leader in pumps, since 1959. We are proud to celebrate this 50th anniversary and look forward for the next 50 years.

Plad Equipment Ltd.